ACROSS
1 Ancient Cuzco resident
5 ___ Wednesday
8 Dr. of 36-Down
11 Canine events illegal in 40 states
13 Epitome of slipperiness
14 Part of a Columbia education where some students really make a splash?
15 Way to get directions
16 Room in la casa
17 Uninvited picnic guest
18 Heart chart: Abbr.
21 Famed college dropout of the 1770s
24 Short-lived ‘70s drama about an LA prosecutor
26 FOX show starring Taraji P. Henson
27 Ineligible for kiddie prices, say
29 Ed of Elf
30 Class in which one writes a lens essay, familiarly
32 Words that have a certain ring to them?
33 Booker T. and the ___
34 Proceeds
36 Amal Clooney ___ Alamuddin
37 Most recent author added to the Literature Humanities syllabus
41 Game-console rival of Xbox
42 Finals week, to students
43 “Shameless” singer DiFranco
44 Put away groceries?
45 Sprawling narrative

DOWN
1 Bouncer’s demands
2 “Pronto!”
3 Big budget item for Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, briefly
4 Right to bare ___ (jocular cause in support of sleevelessness)
5 Speedy Northeast Corridor train
6 “Open ___!”
7 DDE predecessor
8 Student-coined nickname in Columbia College
9 Made as good as new
10 Caribou cousin
11 Stopped
17 Setting of the final scene of The Sound of Music
18 Rebuke from Caesar
19 Chinese dish served with fried noodles
20 The “King” in “King’s College”
22 Feature of evocative poetry
23 “Fiddling” emperor
25 Two, in Brazil
26 Recover, as from a blizzard
31 Like Thor or Frigg
35 Does nothing
36 Straight Outta Compton rappers
37 Degree conferred by Dean Glenn Hubbard
38 “Cheap Thrills” singer
39 “No WAY!!!”
40 PBS benefactor
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